
You Manage the Mission. 
We’ll Take on the Tech.
The Non-Profit Organization is the poster child for “do more 
with less.” With a fundamental goal of reinvesting every dollar 
earned back into the NPO, it’s imperative that every part of the 
operation is as lean and as cost-effective as possible. You have 
many different people to serve: the people you help, the partner 
organizations you work with to help them, the donors that help 
you pay for it, and others. You use technology to make it more 
efficient, more available, and more cost-effective.

All of that technology needs people to keep it running. 
Applications have to be installed, updated and tested to ensure 
they integrate with all your existing software. Hardware goes 
through the same process. Each desktop, server appliance or 
whatever it might be has to be expertly installed, maintained 
and repaired. Networks are in the mix: you’re sending critical 
and sometimes privacy-protected data that has to reach its 
destination fast and without error or attack.

Accredited Managed Services Provider

State-of-the-art Operations Center with Cutting 

Edge Technology

24x7x365 Remote Help Desk and On-site Support

24x7x365 Real-Time Network Monitoring

Experienced, Certified Technicians and Engineers

Dedicated Account Managers

Predictable Monthly Cost, Scalable Level of Service

Remote Resolution of Issues more than 90% 

of the Time

Easy to Understand Graphical Reporting 

of Performance

Reduces IT Operational Costs by up to 70%

Challenges

From workforce management to networked collaboration, 
and from reaching the people that need services to those 
that help pay for them, the IT profile of the NPO is a complex 
weave of technologies and services. Bleuwire™ provides the 
experienced, committed expertise to establish and maintain 
the right mix of hardware, software, networks and data for 
your NPO.

Solutions for
Non-Profit Organizations

Bleuwire™



ApplicationsQuality Technology

Nonprofits must use technologies (including cloud, social and mobile 
technologies) to increase the quantity of clients served and improve the quality 
of services provided.

Lower Costs

NPOs must take full advantage of the technologies that reduce the cost of 
services, and the time it takes to communicate information internally, to the 
people you help, and to the stakeholders who support the work it does.

Communication

The delivery channels for programs and services are exploding, encompassing, 
today, websites, e-mail, mobile, social, and other technologies.

Collaboration

Collaboration is key to managing both resources and money. Sharing files, 
schedules and contact information through technology streamlines the 
operation, reduces the workload for your staff and volunteers, and saves 
money. 

About Bleuwire™

At Bleuwire™, we don’t think you should have to pay for services you don’t 
need. That’s why we offer a boutique approach to IT management so that you 
can select only the services that will benefit your company. The choice is yours.
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Windows

Mac OS

Linux

Microsoft Exchange

Microsoft Sharepoint

eCommerce

Office 365 Non Profit

Donor Pro

Donor Perfect

Blackbaud

NeonCRM

Intacct

Salesforce
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